
Spirit Gear

This yea/s spirit shirts will have a new slogan written on the back "We will be known forever by the tracks we leave' and a small logo on the front left side. Students will

have a choice between a gray moisture mãnagement or a gray cotton blend shirt. Place your order by Friday, October 6,2017 . Spirit T-shirts can be worn on designated

dates, which are usually tñe last Friday of each month with the appropriate attire. Appropriate attire consists of khaki uniform bottoms and the tshirt or blue jeans and the t-

shirt. (The blue jeans must be straight leg jeans with no labels and no holès.) Students in grades Pre-K - 4h may wear blue jean shorts. Parents, the t-shirts are a great

way tò show your school spirit at siorting ând school events. Also, students are allowed to wear the spirit shirt on most field trips. Moisture management shirts are $14.00

and Cotton Blend Shirts are $12.00.
Orders are due bv Fridav. October 6. 2017'

Zipper Hooded Jackets

The zipper hooded jackets are gray with the "Maurepas Wolves" logo written on the left chest. The jackefs can be wom fo schoo/ each day,

jacket is $25.00. '
Ihe cosf of the zipper hooded

Wolves Sweatshirts without Hood

ffre gray sweatshirts have the Maurepas Wolves Logo on the front. lt does not have a hood and does not have pockets in the front. The sweatshirts can

be worn to school, too. The cost of the sweatsh¡rt ¡s 515'00

Pullover Sweatshirts with Hood

The gray pullover sweatshirts will have the Maurepas Wolves Logo on the front. They have pockets in the front and a hood. The pullover

sweatshirts can be worn to school too. The cost of the sweatshi¡t is $25.00

please make checks payable to Maurepas High School. * Please remember these items will take at least 3 '4 weeks to come in. *

Name: Homeroom Teacher:

Write the quantity of each size needed in the appropriate blanks:

Cotton Btend Spirit Shirt 
-YS 

YM 
-YL -AS -AM -AL -AXL -AXXL 

# of shirts X $12.00=-

Moisture Management Spirit Shirt YS YM YL

-AS -AM -AL -AXL -AXXL 

#of shirts X$14.00=-

Sweatshirt YS YM YL

-AS -AM -AL -AXL -AXXL 

# of sweatshirts 

- 

X $15'00 = 

-Zipper Jackets 

-YS

YM _YL _AS _AM _AL _AXL 
-AXXL

# of Zipper Jackets 

- 

X $25.00 = 

-Hooded Sweatshirt yS yM _yL _AS _AM 
-AL -AXL -AXXL 

# of Zipper Jackets 

- 

X $25'00 = 

-
Total Purchase


